
We explore if there’s a link between 
people with knowledge of infrastructure 
and those who engage with projects

Does Infrastructure 
Knowledge Matter? 



Introduction

The pandemic changed more than we could have imagined, from 
where we live and how we work, to who and how people get 
involved in prospective projects that change the areas we live in.

Awareness and interest are the first steps of customer 
journeys. It’s a tool used frequently in marketing 
and theory suggests that if people are aware and 
knowledgeable about a product they are more likely 
to move towards taking an action. Applying that to 
infrastructure, does knowledge matter?

In our latest public attitudes report, we 
tested whether the more knowledgeable a 
person is about infrastructure and the built 
environment, the more likely they are to 
engage with infrastructure projects
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Low knowledge in 
the population about 
infrastructure

Which one of the following best describes your 
knowledge of the UK infrastructure sector, if any?
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Only 14.1% of the population said that they feel knowledgeable about UK 
infrastructure, including spending time reading about the sector. 

Almost a third of people (30.7%) profess to having very little 
knowledge about what is going on in UK infrastructure. 

Older generations were less likely to say that they felt knowledgeable about 
UK infrastructure but, surprisingly, 16 – 24-year-olds reported that they felt the 
most knowledgeable (21.46%) of all age groups with a further 32.79% reporting 
that they felt aware of what’s going on in UK infrastructure.

Men (19.9%), were more likely to report higher knowledge  
of infrastructure than their female counterparts (8.8%). 

56.3% of respondents from Greater London said that they were knowledgeable 
or aware of what is happening in UK infrastructure compared with the national 
average of 42.7%.

Those in full time employment (working 40+ hours a week) were 
also more likely to report a higher knowledge or awareness 
of infrastructure (57.4%), as did those with a higher household 
income (the higher the household income, the higher reported 
level of knowledge).

   I’m knowledgeable about UK infrastructure, I spend time reading news about the sector

   I’m aware of what’s going on in UK infrastructure but often need others to explain things about projects

   I have very little knowledge about what is going on with UK infrastructure

   I don’t know anything about UK infrastructure but I’d like to learn more

   I don’t know anything about UK infrastructure and I have no interest in finding out more 

   None of the above 
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This highlighted a variance. For self-reported knowledge, 16 – 24 year olds 
reported the highest awareness/knowledge of UK infrastructure, but 
when asked about specifics, the group scored well below the national 
average. Contrary to this, we saw that awareness of projects increased 
alongside age.

HS2 is the most well-known project nationally (54.7%), followed by the 
proposed 3rd runway at Heathrow (50.2%). With only a third of people 
having heard of Hinkley Nuclear Power Station. 

There is a distinct gap in actual awareness of UK infrastructure projects 
between the oldest and youngest people in the UK with 22% of people 
aged 16 – 24 having  heard of HS2 compared with 76.1% of those aged 55+. 

To test self-reported knowledge against 
actual knowledge, we asked people if 
they had heard of national and regionally 
significant infrastructure projects. 
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Big infrastructure, 
little knowledge

Which of the following infrastructure projects have 
you heard of, if any? Please select all that apply.

We see a repeat of close correlation 
on other variables too
Again, those in full time employment recorded higher 
awareness compared with those out of employment 
(except retirees). There is also a gap in actual awareness 
between the least and most well off (51% those  
with a household income of £15k or less had  
heard of HS2, compared with 68.7% with  
a household income of £75k or more).
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   HS2

   Crossrail

   A303 Stonehenge

   Thames Tideway

   Heathrow 3rd Runway Expansion

   Hinkley Nuclear Power Station

   East Anglia Offshore Wind Farms 1& 2
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Infrastructure insights – 
what have we learned?

Comparing reported knowledge with 
engagement in local projects.

So what does self-reported and 
actual knowledge tell us about the 
likelihood to engage with a project? 
Well, knowledge matters.

Our data shows that there is a strong correlation between 
knowledge and engagement – respondents who have 
higher reported levels of knowledge are more likely to 
engage with projects on a more regular basis. 

 I’m knowledgeable about UK infrastructure, 
I spend time reading news about the sector

   I’m aware of what’s going on in UK 
infrastructure but often need others to 
explain things about projects

   I have very little knowledge about what is 
going on infrastructure

   I don’t know anything about UK infrastructure but 
I’d like to learn more

   I don’t know anything about UK infrastructure and 
I have no interest in finding out more

   None of the above

  0 – 5 months 5 months + Engage

Last engaged with a local consultation
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Actionable insight

44% of the UK population said that they enjoy reading 
“challenging material” but this figure drops in groups that 
expressed a lower likelihood to engage with infrastructure projects
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So what does this mean 
for our industry?

But what about the people that don’t engage?  
How can we move people to take an action?  
Well, content matters too. 

Engaging with infrastructure can be intimidating, 
especially for people who feel less knowledgeable about 
the subject, but our data shows that content could be 
a key to unlocking greater engagement from parts of 
the population who feel less knowledgeable about the 
infrastructure and less likely to engage.

With a recent study by Kings College London suggesting 
that attention spans are decreasing - with half the public 
(49%) saying that they feel like their attention span is 
shorter than it used to be – it is important that we  adapt 
our approach to content production.  

Conveying the benefits of a project in clear, simple and 
concise language, imagery or video is one doorway to 
engaging those groups of people who state that they’re 
less likely to engage. 

As part of the statutory consultation process we must 
create lengthy documents that can often confuse before 
they convince. Ultimately, this can turn people off from 
engaging, but a change to our approach might entice 
some to reconsider. 

Increased engagement with the public brings greater 
balance to projects – we should champion wide-ranging 
engagement so that we capture the views of those set to 
benefit from infrastructure, not just those who are impacted

Understanding people is a fundamental step to successful 
engagement – without building understanding we risk 
approaching everyone in the same way, this approach will 
work for some and ostracize others 

People are different, they respond and interact with 
projects in different ways – we should think about 
diversifying our content for the range of audiences we 
interact with

A lack of infrastructure knowledge is a barrier to 
engagement – by making information easy to comprehend we 
can help improve engagement with groups that get left behind

https://www.kcl.ac.uk/news/are-attention-spans-really-collapsing-data-shows-uk-public-are-worried-but-also-see-benefits-from-technology#:~:text=Half%20the%20public%20(49%25),23%25)%20disagree%20with%20this.
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